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Modeling Information Collection

Usual approaches:

I one way to collect information ⇒ when to stop collecting
information?

I information collection is a one-time event ⇒ what kind of
information to collect?

Examples: many ways to collect information + information

collection is a process

I doctor performs tests before deciding on a treatment for a
patient

I investor does research before deciding which project to support

I investigator searches for the true cause of an accident before
deciding on measures to prevent such accident in the future

Research Question: What is the optimal learning strategy?
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Setup: Information Collection Process
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Setup: Information Sources
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Examples

Medical Example :

I Alternatives: treatments
I States: causes of disease
I Sources: specialists

Investment Example :

I Alternatives: projects to invest
I States: hypotheses
I Sources: research directions

Accident Example :

I Alternatives: measures to prevent future
accidents

I States: causes of the accident
I Sources: experts
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Optimal Strategy

Plan what to do if the state is not revealed:

Informatively optimal phase : investigate most likely cause

Payo� optimal phase : never switch sources
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Application

Find when the information sources are substitutes/complements
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Literature Review

1. Dynamic Information Collection:
I multi-armed bandit problem: each source gives both the payo�

and information about the payo� distribution ( clinical trials )
I search problem: minimize cost of learning conditional on

�nding the state (Ahlswede&Wegener 1987)
I drift-di�usion model: info about alternatives directly, not

through a state of the world; Pancs and Nikandrova (2015)
I sequential optimal experimental design: approximate solution
I Che and Mierendor� (2016): Prob(state 3)=0 ( details )

2. Complements & Substitutes: Gul and Pesendorfer (2012),
Chen and Waggoner (2016), empirical studies (private vs
public R&D investments, Internet vs traditional media)
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Payo� Matrix and Beliefs
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Payo� Matrix and Beliefs
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Information Sources

Information source k (k = 1, 2):

X (k) =

{
Poisson process with intensity λk , state k

0, otherwise
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Information Sources: Intensity λk

If the true state is k , then source k looks like that:

λk
ck
: how easy to test for state k
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Optimization problem
A ≡ {a1, a2, a3} : set of alternatives

uj [a] : DM's payo� from alternative a ∈ A when state is
j = 1, 2, 3

(p1, p2) : DM's beliefs about the true state
ck : per unit of time cost of using source k , k = 1, 2
λk : intensity (precision) of source k , k = 1, 2

Strategy (aF ,T , τ) :
T = (T1,T2) : attention allocation plan, Tt,k is the

total amount of attention the DM paid
to source k by time t (note:
Tt,1 + Tt,2 = t)

τ ≥ 0 : stopping time
aF : info by time τ → A : alternative chosen at the

end

sup
(aF ,T ,τ)

IE

[
uj

[
aF
]
− c1Tτ,1 − c2Tτ,2 | p1, p2

]
where j is the true state
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Belief Movement
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Belief Movement

Takeaway:

1. As long as the DM does not receive a positive signal (that is,
as long as he observes only (0, 0)), his beliefs' movement is
deterministic

2. Once a positive signal occurs (that is, either (0, 1) or (1, 0)),
the DM knows the state ⇒ it is optimal to stop and choose
the best alternative given the revealed state
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Contingency Plan
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Optimal Strategy

Full description of the optimal strategy has three elements:

1. Attention allocation plan

2. Stopping time

3. Default alternative
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Optimal Strategy: Default Alternative

Suppose we know the optimal attention allocation plan & the
optimal stopping time
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Optimal Strategy: Attention Allocation Plan

Result
The optimal attention allocation plan has two phases, the
informatively optimal phase and the payo� optimal phase. Each
phase is characterized by its own attention allocation rule. The
length of each phase depends on parameters' values and can be
zero.
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Optimal Strategy: Payo� Optimal Phase

Stick to one source:

I either the DM pays his full attention to source 1 during the
whole phase,

I or the DM pays his full attention to source 2 during the whole
phase
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Optimal Strategy: Informatively Optimal Phase

Quality of source i :=
λipi
ci

Choose the source of better quality, or equivalently, choose the
source that reveals state quicker.
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Optimal Strategy: Informatively Optimal Phase

Beliefs are changing over time ⇒ Quality is changing over time
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Optimal Strategy: Informatively Optimal Phase
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Optimal Strategy: Informatively Optimal Phase

Quality does not depend on payo�s from alternatives ⇒

If two DMs with di�erent preferences

I have common beliefs

I are both on their informatively optimal phase of the
information collection process

then they allocate their attention between the sources in the same

way.
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Optimal Strategy: Thresholds

marginal cost = marginal direct bene�t +

marginal indirect bene�t

Marginal direct bene�t: change the choice of the alternative

Marginal indirect bene�t: change the e�ectiveness of future
learning
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Optimal Strategy: Thresholds

marginal c2 c1
cost

= =

marginal λ2p2 (u2[a2]− u2[a]) λ1p1 (u1[a1]− u1[a])
direct
bene�t

+
marginal λ2p2 × f [p1]
indirect
bene�t
Expression for f [p1]
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Optimal Strategy

Theorem
The optimal contingency plan is generically unique. For this plan,

there exist two thresholds, 0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2, such that

1. for all t < t1: if
λ1p1,t
c1

>
λ2p2,t
c2

, the agent uses source 1; if
λ1p1,t
c1

<
λ2p2,t
c2

, the agent uses source 2; if
λ1p1,t
c1

=
λ2p2,t
c2

, the

agent uses both sources simultaneously, in the proportion of

their intensities (λ1dT1 = λ2dT2)

2. the agent pays attention to the same source during t1 < t < t2

3. at time t2, the agent stops collecting information.

Thresholds t1 and t2 are the moments when marginal cost of

information is equal to its marginal bene�t.
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Two Steps of the Solution

Step 1. Solve for optimal
attention allocation
plan & stopping
time, given the
default alternative a
⇒ optimal a-type
strategy

Step 2. Optimize over
a ∈ {a1, a2, a3} to
get the optimal
strategy
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Two Steps of the Solution

Each step separately is much easier:

I on the �rst step, the optimization problem has fewer
parameters ⇒ the optimal a-type strategy has simpler form
than the optimal strategy

I on the second step, the optimization is performed over a �nite
set

It is su�cient to prove that the optimal a-type strategy has two
phases, for any a.
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Markovian Property

At any point in time t, for any initial belief (p0,1, p0,2), the optimal
(a-type) strategy depends on (p0,1, p0,2) and all information
received so far only through the current belief (pt,1, pt,2).

(p0,1, p0,2, info by time t) 7→ attention allocation decision

m

(p1, p2) 7→ attention allocation decision
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Step 1. Optimal a-type Strategy

Special Case: Two States , More pictures
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Step 2. Optimal Strategy: Example
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Step 2. Optimal Strategy: Example

1. if the DM splits attention between sources, he does it at
λ1p1
λ1

= λ2p2
c2

2. it is sometimes optimal to use the source, which has low
probability to reveal the state (�elimination search�)

Special Case: Two States
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De�nition

Formal de�nition
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Complements & Substitutes on Belief Triangle
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Complements & Substitutes on Belief Triangle
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Conclusion

Contribution:

1. Characterization of the unique optimal strategy for the agent
who faces two information sources modeled with Poisson
processes. It consists of two phases, the informatively optimal
phase and the payo� optimal phase.

2. If the information sources are not independent, they are
substitutes if the probability of state 3 is low and they are
complements otherwise.

Future research:

1. Characterization of the optimal strategy
I for more than 2 sources, more than 3 states
I with gradual learning (Brownian motion)

2. Other applications: free-riding problem in the information
collection, optimal delegation
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Clinical Trials

Medical Example:

States : diagnoses

Alternatives : treatments

Sources : specialists

Compare with multi-armed bandit formulation of clinical trials:

I known decease

I choose which treatment to try at every moment of time

I results from di�erent treatments are independent

I no �nal decision time

Practice: mixture of both models

I results from di�erent treatments are not independent
(uncertainty about the decease)

I clinical trials period 6= drug is on the open market

Back to Literature Review
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Comparison with Che and Mierendor� (2016)

1. Prob(state 3)=0

2. discount factor instead of per unit of time cost⇒ informatively
optimal phase attention plan does depend on the payo� matrix

3. relax the assumption that a positive signal from a source fully
reveals the state:

I allow a continuum of news sources, varying by the degree they
reveal the state by a positive signal

I assume the arrival rate is independent of the state (that is,
how often the DM receives a positive signal does not depend
on the true state)

Back to Literature Review
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Optimal Threshold

The optimal threshold between two phases is de�ned by

c2 = λ2p2 (u2[a2]− u2[a]) + λ2p2

 c1
λ1

log
p1
(
1− R

(a)
1

)
R
(a)
1

(1− p1)


where

R
(a)
1

=
c1

λ1 (u1[a1]− u1[a])

Back to Optimal Strategy
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Special Case: Two States

Back to General Case
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Optimal a-type Strategy. Case 1: high information cost

Back to General Case
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Optimal a-type Strategy. Case 2: low information cost

Back to General Case
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Optimal a-type Strategy. Case 3: intermediate info cost

Bottom line: the optimal a-type strategy is one of the following:

I use source with highest quality until the state is revealed;

I use source 1 until p1 = R
(a)
1

I use source 2 until p2 = R
(a)
2

I do not collect any information

Back to General Case
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Optimal Strategy: Examples

1. if the decision maker is ever going to split his attention
between two sources, he does it at the point p1 =

c1λ2
c1λ2+c2λ1

2. it is sometimes optimal to use the source which has low
probability to reveal the state (�elimination search�)

Back to General Case
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Back to Main slides
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Info Sources as Complements/Substitutes

∂ IE [Tτ,2[c1, c2]]

∂c1
> 0,

∂ IE [Tτ,1[c1, c2]]

∂c2
> 0 ⇒ substitutes

∂ IE [Tτ,2[c1, c2]]

∂c1
< 0,

∂ IE [Tτ,1[c1, c2]]

∂c2
< 0 ⇒ complements

∂ IE [Tτ,2[c1, c2]]

∂c1
= 0,

∂ IE [Tτ,1[c1, c2]]

∂c2
= 0 ⇒ independent

Note:
∂ IE[Tτ,2[c1,c2]]

∂c1
=

∂ IE[Tτ,1[c1,c2]]
∂c2

Back to Main slides
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